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Meetings held at the Ermington Community Hall, River Road, Ermington, NSW 2115  on the 3rd 

Wednesday of the Month.  All Visitors Welcomed 
Editor : See Ting Ho     email :stho@optusnet.com.au 

Minutes from the Apr. 2016 Meeting. 
 Meeting was opened at 8pm by President Dr Seong Tay, wishing everyone a warm welcome. 
 
Apologies were received from:- Beth Bishop, Warleiti Jap , Alison Viatos and Graeme Scott-Harden. 
Visitors:- Jenny Sherphern 
 
Prior to the meeting the benching was set up and the sales table did a brisk trade with plants tonight from 
Ivan’s Orchids in Queensland. 
 
President Seong then outlined to members present:- 

- The information on our new meeting venue, new day of the week and new starting time. Our 
next meeting will be at Ermington Community Centre on WEDNESDAY 18th MAY 
starting at 7pm. - Described the raffle plants on offer tonight. These included a Phragmipedium,  multifloral, 
standard and species paphs. 

- Introduced one of tonight’s guest speakers – Mr Ivan Vescovi from Queensland. 
 
Ivan spoke on the growing of paphiopedilums in Queensland and how the basics were the same as growers 
were doing in NSW. He outlined how significant the heat factor was in Qld and how many of the top growers 
compensate for this with blowers, evaporative cooling etc. The fact that Qld often has little temperature drop 
makes it hard to get some paphs to flower. He mainly pots in mix of bark, charcoal and perlite.  
Ivan also described to the meeting the flasks he is currently bringing in to Australia and offered members the 
opportunity to order. He also mentioned he will be bringing in a large shipment of paphiopedilum flasks from 
a different supplier later in the year. 
 
Secretary Gary then gave a brief talk on “Tips for growing paphs” 
This included;- Don’t over water  and how to know when to 
water. 
                         Don’t over pot – Pot to the size of the root 
ball. 
                         Don’t over fertilise – fertilize regularly but 
not too much. 
 
The meeting recessed for supper break. 
( we do appreciate the members who assist with supper.) 
Meeting resumed and our President introduced our Vice 
President Rod Nurthen who presented an enlightening 
PowerPoint presentation on how he grows his 
paphiopedilums and the gradual evolution of his growing 
environments and techniques. Rod talked about all aspects of 
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 culture from watering, light, and potting mixes used to the final stage of establishing a purpose built 
paphiopedilum house in the back yard. (with the bosses approval). 
Well done Rod we enjoyed your presentation ….this was echoed with a round of applause from the members. 
 
President Seong followed this with a PowerPoint presentation of how he grows his paphiopedilums.  Seong 
has a very large commercial establishment and the surprised looks and shaking heads of the members were 
testament to the impressive establishment Seong has. It is paphiopedilum “heaven.” 
Seong set up allows him to adjust light according to the time of the day or cloud level, control heat and 
humidity with the added bonus of watering with rainwater trapped from the roof and stored in huge tanks. 
A truly amazing set up filled with thousands of healthy paphiopedilums. 
Seong we all enjoyed this journey into your paph world. Members again responded with a round of applause. 
 
A brief questions session was held being answered by tonight’s presenters. 
 
Our Judges Convenor Craig then announced tonight’s winners and gave a description of the plants. 
 
Best Hybrid was:-  Phrag Green Hornet  shown by R. Randall 
A primary hybrid of  Phrag. longifolium and Phrag pearcei this was a lovely well presented flowers on a 
beautifully grown plant. 
 
Best species was:-  Paph tonsum  shown by S.T. Ho 
First described in 1895 this lovely species had excellent size and shape on a very long spike. Another 
beautifully grown plant. 
 
Both owners gave an outline of how they grow these winning plants. 
 
Raffle was next to be drawn , with again some lovely plants on offer supplied by our President. 
The winner this month was :- Sandra Crosby  who took home a desirable  
Phrag kovachii hybrid close to flowering size. 
 
President again reminded members of the meeting of the meeting changes for the May meeting and closed the 
meeting at 9.45pm. 
 
Three Pictures below are some of the images shown by Seong of his growing area 
 

 
 



 

   Two Pictures below are some of the images shown by Rod of his growing area. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Questions for this month 
 Michelle Rose : Recommended potting mixes and any additives? 
 Bill Howse :  When to divide a plant and which ones to avoid dividing, like you say to let them part naturally 
but are there any that benefit from being divided? 
 
Last Month’s Questions and Answers 
 Bill Howse : Light conditions, level of shade cloth and how to judge and adjust appropriately? 
 Gary Hart :The shade cloth you use depends on where you live and the aspect of your growing environment.  
Paphiopedilums are basically shade loving plants, as a result I use 70% green shade cloth all year. I know 
some people use 50% and add more over the top in summer. Some people white wash their glass as well. You 
have to look at how your plants are growing and flowering and are they “happy.” I was taught (by the old 
timers) that a rough guide is to hold your hand out about I meter above your plants on a sunny day. If it casts a 
well defined shadow it is too much light. Mottled leafed paphs will take more shade that green leafed paphs. 
The mottled leaves are designed to trap all available light and use it efficiently….that is why they are mottled. 
I have never tested for foot candles of light as it varies so much from day to day , month to month. 
 
Rod Nurthen: A good question to which there is no easy answer and one I still keep asking myself. Different 
members of the Paphiopedilum family have different light requirements.  

MEMBERS HELP LINE....? 



 Searching the internet one finds the recommendation of a range of 500 to 1500 foot candles (approximately 
5,000 to 15,000 lux) to be most common. The other usual recommendation is, to hold your hand 30cm over 
the plant. If you see a shadow you have too much light if you do not see a shadow you have insufficient. 
I purchased a relatively cheap ($40) light meter to check my light levels and to compare with other growers 
conditions when I visit. Taking readings in the middle of the day on a clear day in summer I found the 
following readings. Where I hang my multiflorals in the brightest part of the house, 10,000 – 12,000 lux, 
where I grow my mature complex plants (a bright bench) 8,000 – 10,000 lux, and where I grow my maudiaes 
and small complex seedlings (a shady bench) 4,000 – 6,000 lux. I feel these numbers may be a little on the 
high side (especially for the complex), however I am getting good growth and plenty of flower spikes even if 
I think the leaves are maybe a little pale. 

 
I have a Winter Gardenz polycarbonate orchid house. I have painted the inside 
of the roof and north facing wall with dilute white plastic paint and have a 
70% shade cloth kit over the top. In autumn and spring I add another layer of 
50% cloth and in summer a further layer of 70%. The photo shows the house 
in its autumn dress. 
 
I use pale coloured shade cloth in order to reflect as much summer heat as 
possible. 

Seong’s answer: In Sydney, some degree of shading is required for your Paphs. The amount of shading you 
give them depends on the different types of species or hybrids you grow. Avoid direct sun except in the early 
morning or late evening when the sun is at an angle. 
 
Some species like Paph. niveum, Paph. glaucophyllum and Paph.gigantefolium will tolerate high levels of 
light and some species like Paph. liemianum, Paph. micranthum and Paph. barbatum require fairly deep 
shade. However, it does not mean that they cannot be grown with a little more light or a little less light than 
what they are expected to be grown under. 
 
If you are uncertain as to how much light to give them, start with 60 - 70% shade. If the leaves start to turn 
pale green, give them a bit more shade. If the leaves are dark green, give them a bit more light. Do not move a 
plant from a dark area to a bright area suddenly, otherwise the leaves will burn or become bleached; do it 
gradually. 
 
A little bit less light is preferable to too much light. Too much light will stunt your Paph, the leaves will 
appear yellow, burnt or bleached and the plant will not look attractive even if it has a beautiful flower.  
 Michelle Rose : How often to water & fertilise, recommended fertiliser and rate of application. 
 Gary Hart :The single greatest killer of paphiopedilums is over watering ! Paphs like to be moist not 
saturated or bone dry. There are simple ways to assess whether the plants need watering. 

1) Lift up the pot …. If it is heavy it is wet if it is light it is dry. 
2) Look at the colour of the bark around the drainage holes. If it is dark and looks wet do not water. If it 

is light and dry, water. Don’t water according to the top layer of bark. 
3)  Use a moisture meter to probe several pots and assess if they are wet or dry 
4) Grow your plants in clear plastic pots. Look at them through the plastic and you can see if they are wet 

or dry. 
 
IF IN DOUBT DON’T WATER WAIT ANOTHER DAY OR TWO ! 
 
Fertilizer depends a little on what medium you are growing your plants in. If it is inert substances like 
Orchid Mate(Coco Chips), Perlite, Vermiculite you need to regularly fertilize. (all year every second 
watering) If you grow primarily in bark there is a considerable nitrogen release as the bark decomposes so 
you need less. I use Peters Gro Plus and Blossom booster, but any balanced fertilizer is OK. 
Paphiopedilums are not gross feeders & need much less fertiliser than most people give them. Fertilise at 

 



 half recommended strength. If unsure mix a little 9/12mth slow release fertiliser into your potting mix 
when you repot. In this way they get a bit every time you water and do not have to worry about how much 
to give and when to apply. Use slow release designed for native plants it is the most gentle. 

Seong : Watering and fertilising are in my opinion the most crucial aspects of growing Paphs. Your success in 
growing Paphs depends on your watering skills. More plants are killed by over-watering than under-watering. 
With over-watering, the roots will rot and without a good root system your plant will grow poorly, fall over 
and eventually dies. With under-watering, your plant may not grow to optimum but it will not die unless you 
have with-held watering for too long. 
 
The frequency of watering depends on the potting medium used, the pot size, the humidity, the temperature 
and the time of the year. 
 
Give your plants a thorough watering. Water them with fertilizer at half the recommended strength every time 
and flush with plain water every fourth watering. Paphs do not like build-up of salts. 
 
A good fertilizer to use on Paphs is Peter’s Excel. Use Peter’s Excel Grower in spring till mid-autumn and 
then Peter’s Excel Finisher till spring. Peter’s Excel Grower has a higher Nitrogen and Magnesium content 
which is essential for growth in summer. Peter’s Excel Finisher has a lower Nitrogen but higher Potassium 
which improves the plant’s resistance to infection in winter. Both Grower and Finisher have a high Ca content 
which is essential for Paphs as most Paphs grow in lime-stone regions. 
 
The challenge is deciding when to water: 
Some growers feel the weight of the pot. If it feels light, water. If heavy, don’t. 
Others look at the potting mix and guess it is time to water. This is extremely unreliable as on a hot dry day, 
the surface of the potting mix may appear dry but the lower parts may be wet. 
Another way to decide when to water is by observing your plant. If you have not watered your plants for a 
few days and the leaves of your plants are looking a bit flaccid, they may need watering. After watering, the 
leaves will firm up again. If not, you have a problem! 
 
Even experienced growers make mistakes and we all learn after making a few fatal mistakes. 
 
The best trick is to grow some Paphs in clear plastic pots and place them randomly among other plants that 
are grown in black or coloured pots. 
With clear pots, you can observe the condition of your potting mix, the root system and how wet or dry it is 
by observing condensation on the sides of the clear pots early in the morning. 
If you see condensation on the sides of the pots, it means the potting mix is still damp. If there is minimal or 
no condensation it means the pot is almost dry. Water. 
If algae grows on the sides of the clear pots, you are over-watering. 
 
Generally, the root system will be more robust if you under-water as the plants will need to search for water 
and nutrients to survive. Pampering them too much will make them behave like zoo animals, unable to 
survive on their own and more prone to disease. 
 Rod Nurten : When to water is the most important question to be answered when growing paphiopedilums. I 
would say that more Paphs have been killed by overwatering than anything else.  
 
How frequently your water is determined by the environment in which your plants exist. Factors which 
contribute to this are, temperature and humidity, the type of potting mix you use and its age. You have to 
adjust your watering to suit your conditions. 
 
Many articles on Paphiopedilum culture will tell you to water often enough to keep the potting mix moist. I 
feel moist suggests too wet. I would suggest some place between moist and dry where the roots are still kept 
humid is the time to think about watering again. A rough estimate of when that state is reached can be 
determined by keeping a few pots in your collection full of mix but with no plants. If you think it is time to 



 

 
This Month’s Tip 

water tip one of these out into some container and check it. If the mix is moist do not water but check another 
of these pots the next day. Water before the mix dries out. 
 
I grow my plants in a mix of seven parts bark, one part perlite, one part diatomite and one part charcoal. In my 
conditions I water, on average, once a week in winter and twice a week in summer. However this will vary 
due to prevailing weather conditions. 
 
I feed my plants with Peter’s (Everis) Cal Mag Grower in summer at roughly half recommended strength (400 
ppm on an e.c. wand) and with Peter’s Cal Mag Finisher in winter at roughly quarter strength (200ppm). 
 
In the late spring I like to feed a couple of times with Seasol mixed with Powerfeed at the recommended 
strength. 
 
I usually feed at every second watering immediately after watering. 
 
This is what I do. Others obviously do these things differently. The important thing is to experiment and work 
out what works for you. 
 
A point worth remembering in feeding plants is that you are not providing an energy source to the plant like 
feeding calories to humans. Plants get their energy directly from the sun through photosynthesis. When you 
are feeding plants you are supplying some of the elements needed by the plant to make molecules essential to 
function (eg magnesium is a necessary component of chlorophyll), you are not providing calories to make a 
bigger plant. As long as you provide a sufficiency of the required elements that the plant cannot obtain from 
the atmosphere or water any extra are just wasted and can be indeed be quite harmful. 
   xxxxXXXXXXXXXXxxxx 
 
 
 
 Editor : With winter fast approaching, the winter sun is not as 

harsh as in summer.  You can safely reduce your shading 
without causing sun burn to your plants.  My shading are 
throw over type, which allows me to remove and replace 

when required.  It is also time to reduce your watering. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Editor:  To those Interstate Members and members who don’t attend the meeting night regularly, how about 
sending some pictures of what you have in flower and with the names and I can publish it here.  It may have 
missed the benching, but do share it with us.  It is always interesting to see what is in flower from different 
area.  If we can get this going, I can ask Craig Scott-Harden to give us some pointer on its good/bad in terms 
of judging…so we can all learn and understand judging better.  
 
 
 
 

MEMBERS CONTRIBUTIONS 



  
 
 
 
 
 IMAGES TAKEN BY S T Ho 
 
Best Species Paph. tonsum      S. T. Ho 
 
Best Hybrid Phrag. Green Hornet     R. Randall 
 
CLASS 2. Sequential Species 1.Paph. liemianum     S. T. Ho 
2.Paph. moquetteanum    S. T. Ho 
 

  
CLASS 3. Brachypetalum Species 1.Paph. bellatulum     Chris Nidagal 
 

  
CLASS 5. Paphiopedilum/Sigmatopetelum Species 1.Paph. tonsum     S. T. Ho 
2.Paph. henryanum     S. T. Ho 
3.Paph. charlesworthii    SeongTay 
 

BENCHING RESULT FOR APRIL 2016 



 

  
CLASS 13. Mulifloral Hybrids 1.Paph. Henrietta Fujiwara 
Note Registered Name     Rod Nurthen 
 

  
CLASS 14. Sequential Hybrids 1.Paph. Utgard     Chris Nidagal 
Note Registered Name 
 

  
CLASS 17. Maudiae Type Hybrids 1.Paph. Holdenii x Somers Isle   Rod Nurthen 
2.Paph. Hsinying Lime    S. T. Ho 
 

  
CLASS 18. Novelty Hybrids 1.Paph. In-Charm Grace    S.T. Ho 
2.Paph. insigne x sukhakulii    Chris Nidagal 
3.Paph. Laser x philippinense    Chris Nidigal 



  

  
CLASS 19. Other Cypripedioideae Hybrids 1.Phrag. Green Hornet    R. Randall 
2.Phrag. Sorcerer’s Apprentice ‘Big Red’  J. & M. Bartlett 
 

  
CLASS 20. Hybrid Seedling 1.Paph.Hsinying Lime    S. T. Ho 
 

  
 
CLASS 22. Novice Hybrids 1.Paph. crossianum ‘album’ xGothic Garden ‘4n’ Bill Howse & Michelle Rose  
2.Paph. Butler’s Effect x Nightarrow   Bill Howse & Michelle Rose 
3.Paph. Western Sky x Holdenii   Bill Howse & Michelle Rose 
 

   
 



 Editor: Below is the (Part only) benching of CLASS 5. Paphiopedilum/Sigmatopetelum Species on the 
night, there was over 15 plants benched.  Even though not all can be winners, there are some quality stuff 
there!!   
 

 
                                                                                                         
 

18th May 2016 – Meeting Night – Taiwan International Orchid Show 
2016 by See Ting HO 
 
15th June 2016 – Meeting Night -Paphiopedilums of the Philippines by 
Jim Cootes. 
 
20th July 2016 – Meeting Night - Paphiopedilums in Thailand by Ken   
Siew 
  
  17th August 2016 – Meeting Night - Growing Phragmipediums by Gary           
Hart   

 
 
 
 
 
 
Editor :  Going with the Theme of last meeting’s Talks, here is an article written by David Judge, our 
member from Canberra.  This is a great articles on growing requirement in very cold climate, especially on 
the requirement of insulation in very cold weather.  And…David loves the Multiflora!!!  Thanks David for 
your contribution.  
Growing Paphiopedilums in Canberra – David Judge 
 
I have been growing Paphiopedilums for around 15 years. I grow most of the groups of slipper orchids but I 
have a real love for the multi-florals, especially rothschildianum and its hybrids. I live in Canberra which in 
terms of climate is very far removed from the steamy jungles of Borneo where many of the multi-floral 
slippers are found. Canberra is the coldest city in Australia with nightly winter temperatures often below 
freezing. Temperatures can get as cold as -8oC and winter day time temperatures often barely reaching double 
figures. This can make growing the warm loving slipper orchids challenging to say the least. The reality is 
that a glasshouse needs to be heated to maintain a suitable temperature. To grow multifloral slipper orchids I 
heat my glasshouse to a minimum temperature of around 15-16oC. I think this is a good temperature to grow 
multi-florals. Cool enough to initiate flowering but not so cool to promote rots. When I water my plants I raise 
the minimum temperature to 20oC for one night in case the plants haven’t dried out totally during the course 
of the day. My glasshouse is quite big (4m x 4m) so it is a large volume of air to heat. Hence it is important 
that it is very well insulated otherwise the heating bill will become prohibitive.  
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My glasshouse is a Sproutwell Grange 4 M x 4M. This is a polycarbonate 10 mm twin walled greenhouse. At 
the time of purchase it was the only 10 mm twin-walled model on the market I could find. Most are 4 mm 
with some 6mm. To reduce the loss of heat through the cement floor I placed polystyrene sheets under the 
slab. I also lined the inside of the greenhouse with UV resistant greenhouse bubble wrap.This comes in 1.5 
width sheets and costs around $8 a metre. Unlike normal bubblewrap it is extremely rigid.  In my greenhouse 
I used about 50 metres of bubblewrap. With the fittings it would have cost around $500. The bubble wrap is 
screwed onto the inside of the greenhouse using bolts, washers and wingnuts (see photo). Holes had to be 
drilled into the frame. Adding the bubble wrap to your greenhouse is a particularly cumbersome job that 
requires several hands (thanks Jane and Roger) and is best done at the beginning when there are no orchids or 
benches to get in the way.  Don’t ever use conventional bubble wrap as it is not UV resistant and hence will 
quickly disintegrate.  
 

  
UV resistant bubble wrap lines the inside of my greenhouse to retain heat. 
 
 
The bubblewrap only comes in 100 metre rolls. This is way more than most people would require so it is best 
if you are able to purchase it as part of a group order. We obtained our bubblewrap from the following 
company - 
 
http://www.sancell.com.au/index.php/products/pool-covers-blankets/green-house-covers/ 
 
 
My glasshouse is so well insulated that even in the situation of a power failure during the night, enough 
warmth is retained to avoid any short term problems. Last winter there was a blackout in our suburb around 
three AM. The temperature outside went down to around -5oC and bird baths in the garden were total frozen. 
Five hours later, inside the greenhouse the temperature was sitting at 10oC which isn’t going to cause a 
problem in the short term.  
 
I think it is important when growing slipper orchids that the maximum temperature reaches at least 10oC 
higher than the minimums. This can be difficult in Canberra when the maximum temperature outside is often 
below 10oC. It is important to place your glasshouse where it gets sunshine all day. The sunlight hits my 



 glasshouse very early in the morning (around 8 am) from where the temperature inside the house rapidly rises. 
The roof in my glasshouse runs east to west which helps capture the sun's rays in winter when the sun is much 
lower on the horizon.The temperature in my greenhouse on a sunny winter’s day sits around the mid to high 
twenties for around 7-8 hours.  
 
 
To ensure the temperature in my glasshouse heats up quickly in winter, I have placed most of the shade cloth 
(70%) inside the glasshouse using the bubble wrap attachments. This ensures that the polycarbonate panels 
receives direct sunlight and hence the greenhouse inside quickly warms up. During winter the only shade 
cloth on the outside is a covering of aluminet (50% shade) over the middle of the glasshouse. During summer 
a second layer of 70% shadecloth is placed on the outside of the whole glasshouse so that none of the 
polycarbonate panels receives direct sunlight.  
 
 

 The inside of my new greenhouse which was built in mid-2014.It is not quite as neat now. Note the fogger at 
the top of the greenhouse. 
 
 
The downside of having such a well-insulated glasshouse is the retention of heat during the warmer period of 
the year. On hot summer days the temperature in my glasshouse can reach the high thirties. Multi-florals can 
enjoy high temperatures - the Orchid Zone let their rothschildianums get to 37oC or more during the growing 
season. However this must be associated with high humidity (>70%). This can be difficult in Canberra where 
the humidity on a hot summer’s day often falls below 10%. To increase the humidity I have mounted a 
Jaybird 400 fogger to the top of the glasshouse which is automatically turned on when the humidity falls 
below 70%. The fogger is probably the most important piece of equipment in my greenhouse. Without it the 
glasshouse would quickly become very hot and dry and as a result totally uninhabitable.  
 
This summer I have grown my plants a bit warmer than I have previously. Temperatures are regularly in the 
mid to high thirties. Combined with the high humidity, the multi-florals in particular seemed to have really 
enjoyed it. My rothschildianum seedlings have grown noticeably faster and the Barbata species have never 
grown so well. The high temperature and humidity has greatly increased the incidence of rots though, so I 
have started regularly spraying fungicides as a preventative measure. 
 
Growing Paphiopedilums in Canberra has its challenges. I sometimes wonder if I can ever grow my plants to 
their full potential. That if I lived in Brisbane I would be getting bigger growths and more flowers on a spike. 
But still I have my successes. The biggest thrill to date was getting an ACE award for my Paphiopedilum 
dianthum in 2014 and subsequently Australian Orchid of the Year (Cultural class). So despite the harsh 
climate, with a little effort it is still possible to produce some nice flowering slipper orchids. 
 
 



 

  
Paphiopedilumdianthum ‘Rajani’ ACE/AOC – one of David’s Awarded plant. 
 A BIG THANKS TO ALL THOSE WHO CONTRIBUTED. 


